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Effective wire bond inspection
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AOI/AXI inspection process
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A post-qualification work
station for three inspection
systems

With the combined AOI and X-ray

First, the AOI inspection checks the

Danfoss Silicon Power deploys the
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quality of the bond connections. The
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„We had already become familiar
with the HARAN post-qualification station with the first systems and learned
to value it. Now, because of the combined processes, we only need one
HARAN and have noticed that when
we keep the pseudo defect rate down,
even all three lines can be attended
to by just one employee. Naturally
this is a great advantage in productivity”, explains Torsten Hansen. And
adds, „During the past years we have
added a system from Viscom nearly
every year. By now, we have deployed
three X8051 X-ray systems and four
X7056BO combi-systems. This points
out how satisfied we are.“
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